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Abstract
Anterior cruciate ligament (ACL) injury is one of the common musculoskeletal injuries. The most serious condition shall be managed by
surgery, while the partial tear prefers conservative treatment, rehabilitation, exercise training, or platelet‑rich plasma (PRP) injection. We
describe the case of a 25‑year‑old female started to have right knee pain for a long time and the ACL partial tear was diagnosed through the
magnetic resonance imaging (MRI). After three times of PRP injection through ultrasound guidance, the pain, instability, and enhancements
of ACL tear in the postintervention MRI were decreased. This case confirms the effect of PRP combined with conservative treatment under
the accuracy procedure and may provide another choice for the treatment of the ACL tear.
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Introduction
Anterior cruciate ligament (ACL) injury is one of the common
musculoskeletal injuries. Partial tear prefers conservative
treatment, rehabilitation, exercise training, or platelet-rich
plasma (PRP) injection. We introduced a case of a 25-yearold female with ACL partial tear diagnosed by the magnetic
resonance imaging (MRI). After three times of PRP injection
through ultrasound-guidance, the clinical symptoms and
post-intervention MRI both demonstrated improvement. This
case confirms the effect of PRP combined with conservative
treatment under the ultrasound-guidance, and may provide
another choice for the treatment of the ACL tear.

Case Report
A 25‑year‑old female student started to have right knee
pain while jumping and landing in flexed knee 3 months
ago. Thermotherapy, electrotherapy, therapeutic ultrasound,
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therapeutic exercises, and medicine had been prescribed
but not satisfactory. She still felt some pain, weakness,
and give‑away sensation while walking or climbing stairs
at the time she came to our clinic. Physical examination
demonstrated positive findings of Lachman test and anterior
drawer test. Right knee magnetic resonance imaging (MRI)
revealed anterior cruciate ligament (ACL) partial tear
with poor collagen alignment but still consistent between
femur and tibia insertion. Several small enhancements and
irregular architecture over ACL tibial plateau insertion
and its main trunk, which indicated partial ACL tear
[Figure 1a and b].
Four months after the insult, three times of Regenlab
platelet‑rich plasma (PRP) (Regen Lab SA, Switzerland)
injection through ultrasound guidance were applied over
ACL torn region, including ACL insertion site and its main
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Figure 1: (a) T2 sagittal view: Anterior cruciate ligament showed
poor collagen alignment, but still consistent between femur and tibia
insertion. Several small enhancements and irregular architecture over
anterior cruciate ligament tibial plateau insertion and its main trunk were
observed. (b) T2 sagittal view with fat suppression view: Several small
enhancements over anterior cruciate ligament tibial plateau insertion.
The lesions were diagnosed as the anterior cruciate ligament tear were
observed. (c) T2 sagittal view: Decreased enhancements of anterior
cruciate ligament tear in tibial plateau area and its main trunk were
observed. (d) T2 sagittal view with fat suppression view: Decreased
enhancements of anterior cruciate ligament tear in tibial plateau area and
its main trunk were observed. Less bony edema was noted. White arrow:
Anterior cruciate ligament. White arrowhead: Anterior cruciate ligament
tear. Black arrowhead: Healing site of anterior cruciate ligament tear. White
small plots: Anterior cruciate ligament border

Figure 2: The transducer was located between the patella and tibia bone
with proximal end of transducer pivoting to the lateral side of the knee joint.
The needle tip reached anterior cruciate ligament tibial plateau insertion
area under out‑of‑plane approach. White arrow: Anterior cruciate ligament;
white arrowhead: needle tip

when weight‑bearing and rotation with a slightly flexed knee.
Owing to extrasynovial environment, impaired fibrin formation
leads to poor healing process.[1] Most serious conditions such
as complete tear shall be managed by surgery, while partial
tear prefers conservative treatment, rehabilitation, and exercise
training. Recently, PRP is used for augmentation of ACL partial
tear healing, and the PRP can be precisely applied to the ACL
torn region under ultrasound guidance.

trunk [Figure 2]. In each course, 2.5 cc PRP (3400 rpm
centrifugation, 3–4 times concentrated platelets without the red
blood cells) was prepared. The patient lied in the supine position
with right knee flexion at 90°. The 10 MHz linear transducer
was placed parallel to patellar tendon with the proximal end
rotated counterclockwise in 30° to clarify the insertion of both
anteromedial and posterolateral bundles over tibial plateau.
The three times of injections were performed by the same
physician through out‑of‑plane approach with frequency of
once per 3 weeks [Video 1]. During intervention, the patient
kept thermotherapy, electrotherapy, and exercise training. Six
months after finishing PRP injection, postintervention MRI
revealed decreased enhancements of ACL tear in the tibial
plateau area and its main trunk [Figure 1c and d]. The patient
felt less pain with visual analog scale of pain decreased from
10 to 2, and the stability was improved while walking.

PRP is known to contain platelets and several growth
factors, involving platelet‑derived growth factor (PDGF) and
transforming growth factor (TGF)‑beta.[2] Both PDGF and
TGF‑beta have been reported to be the most critical modulators
in healing process by enhancing proliferation and collagen
production. TGF‑beta is a key regulator during embryologic
tendon development and plays an important role in the early
modulation of scar tissue during healing.[2] Seijas et al. reported
a high return rate to sport of patients with ACL partial tear who
treated with intraligamentous application of PRP.[3] In clinical
practice, we inject PRP into torn region via needling technique.
With the assistance of sonography, the architecture, quality,
insertion, and origin of the soft tissue can be evaluated.[4‑6]
Moreover, we gain more confidence of identifying ACL
torn region. In this patient, we combine PRP injection with
thermotherapy, electrotherapy, and exercise training. The
symptoms of pain and functional limitation improve compared
to previous conservative treatment only. PRP injection under
ultrasound guidance along with conservative rehabilitation
program might be a treatment choice for ACL partial tear.

Discussion

Conclusion

ACL is an intra‑articular and extrasynovial structure. It has
two separate bundles, anteromedial and posterolateral bundles,
which maintain different tensions according to different
degrees of knee flexion angle. People usually get ACL injury

This manuscript highlights the effect of PRP combined with
conservative treatment for ACL partial tear under accuracy and
efficiency of ultrasound‑guided injection with both improving
of the symptoms and images.
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